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Welcome Back

THE STUDENT VOICE OF UM-ST. LOUIS

In This Issue
St. Louis Mayor Clarence
Harmon mailed and faxed in
his objections to the new
Performing Arts center.
For this story, see page 3.

Performing
Arts Center
sparks student
opposition

Let's Shake On It

As GoopAs
IT GETS
Jack
Nicholson,
Helen
Hunt, Cuba
Gooding Jr.
and Skeet Ulrich star In the
new comedy As Good As It
Gets. For a review by Matt
Regensburger, see page 6.

Groups square offin growing debate over theater
BY DAVID B AUGHER

....... The
Riverwomen
basketball
team is the
talk of the
conference
with its 9-2
start. For
more
details, see

staff writer

I

Chancellor Blanche Tquhlll
became the first recipient of
the newly named "Citizen of
the Year" award.
See page 8.

News From All Over
e

"

AOL chat room
attracts aspiring
Princeton bomber

PRINCEltI'4, NJ. (UWIRE}An America Online chat room
became an arena for a bomb
threat appearing to target the
university over break.
A security officer for AOL
notified the Princeton Borough
Police of the threat, which
occurred at 7:2IJ p.m. on Dec.
19 and was reported at 4 a.m.
the following day, according to
• a department press release.
The message posted in the
chat room stated: "Princeton
sucks an (sic) I am setting off
a pipe bomb in one of the locl<ers on Monday so if you don't
want me to set the pipe bomb
off the (sic) you better send
me 100,000 dollars by Sunday.
P.S. you'll have to find me to
give me the money I am not
going to find you to get the
money."
University Public Safety
Crime Prevention Specialist
i~
Barry Weiser said Public Safety
reported to Dillon Gym and discussed whether they should
perform a locker-to-Iocker
search with the Borough Police.
Investigation of the threat
revealed that the message was
posted by a 12-year-old boy from Holyoke, Mass., according
to the press release. The youth
did admit to sending the ttireat,
but could not explain why he
had done it. No arrest was
• made, and no charges were
filed, Weiser said.

- Kate Deringer
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Daniel Haenon/ 1M Curnmt

St.laron Roberts, left, graduating from the
College of Arts and Sciences, receives her
diploma from Chancellor Blanche Touhill

and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Gary Grace. See page 5 for stories and
more details on Sunday's commencement

Some e-mail accounts 'purged'

Welcome Back

Addresses were aaU/er11ly remaved in ejJart to save memory
BY DAVID BAUGHER

staff writer

Preparations for the replacement of the campus VMA server
continue despite a minor glitch
that left a few hundred students
wondering what happened to their
e-mail accounts.
According to Jerrold Sie gel,
coordinator of campus computing,
the problem occurred when about
4,000 dormant accounts were
purged from the server in an
attempt to conserve computer
memory. The accounts had not
recorded a login in the past rune
months.
"They were accounts ' that
appeared to be inactive and had not
been used for a very long time and

As you may notice, we've

they were occupying disk space,"
Siegel said.
Siegel explained that unfortunately some of the accounts were
still being used in a "passive" way
by students, faculty and staff using
e-mail programs like Eudora which
checb m~;l without logging in.
"From the computer's point of
view, collecting your mail is a trivial sort of act," Siegel said. "It's
very difficult to log those events
because you have hundreds of
thousands of them every week. ~
Siegel said that most of the
accounts deleted were actually
dormant and estimated less than
400 were still in use. Of those only

changed a few things since
you last saw us. liVe hope you
like the adjustments here and
there and we mISt, as you
always do, that you'Utet us
know what ,ljou Me and don't
like about our fle!.lI look.
The -new and improved
Current"probably won't make
your life ea....<oier or change

your world vision or anythi."lg
like that. But it may be a little
easier to read, more entertaining in places, incorporate a
few new ~
. ~ . So enjoy. It is,
afier~
ll yo aper.
(i
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UPB president sees growth,
more interest in programming
BY B ILL ROLFES

staff writer

The University Program Board
introduced several new programs last
semester, and the board's director,
Sharone Hopkins, said its members
are the most active he has seen.
This ye1r's 13-member board is
also the largest Hopkins has been on.
He said the larger board has made it
possible to plan a larger number of
quality programs.
Hopkins joined OPB in 1995. He
said UPB was not very active during
the i 995-96 academic year, and last
year the organization focused on letting students know it existed,
Hopkins said.
"Our main goal this year is to

cater toward the students' needs,
which is always going to center on
programs," Hopkins said.
People have complained about
the low number of programs On
campus, Hopkins said, and he admits
the UPB has not added many for the
1997-98 academic year.
"It's not necessarily quantity that
I'm concerned with, it's quality,"
Hopkins said.
He explained that he would rather
spend money to make programs better, rather than create many more.
Recalling the past two years, h e
said, "We would spend thousands of
dollars on a program that only six .

see UPS, page 3

It's Debatable
v

Newsroom· 516-5174
Advertising • 516-5316
Fax. 516-6811

The results of a recently released
survey of the campus taken last semes- percent.
ter by a student group is prompting
"I think it pretty much supports
controversy over UM-St. Louis' pro- what we've been concerned about,"
posed performing arts center.
Babcock said, "that students ",,-ho are
The
group,
aware of the perStudents for Quality
forming arts center
Education, began
have some major
think (the surdistributing more
vey) pretty much concerns about it
than 300 copies of
that at the minimum
the survey late last supports what
I think need to be
semester, about 230 we've been CO~
addressed."
of which came back,
Not everyone
eerned about: that
according to the
believes the survey's
group's coordinator students who are
results are an accuGail Babcock, who aware of the perrate representation
is also president of forming arts center of student opinion.
the Political Science
"When I was
have 'some major
Academy. .
reading this the first
According
to concerns about it.
time I saw it, it JUSt
numbers provided
boggled the mind to
·Gail Babc ock
by Babcock, the
coordinator, Students for think that anybody
results of the survey
Quality Education could have come up
found that the
with this," said
majority of students
Benjamin Ash, a
do not believe their fees should be senior music major and co-founder of
increased to pay for a performing arts the Student Advisory Board, which
center, nor that "student resources" in represents music students.
other departments should be CUt back
Ash said board members were
to fund such a center. Other numbers ~astoWlded" and he was "saddened"
from the poll, which asks students by what he considered to be a strong
how much they agree or disagree with bias in the survey's questions and
10 statements about the issue, show wording.
nearly 52 percent of students oppose
He doubted the validity of a quesbuilding the arts center Wltil the cur- cion asking students whether they
riculum is developed further. Most of
the questions featured large undecided
votes, in some cases exceeding 30 or 40
see ARTS, page 3

Forensics and Debate Club talks its wa1J to manu awards
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Harmon Is opposed to the proposed center. See pag e 3.
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BY MARY LINDSLEY

staff writer

It's an unavoidable fact of life ~ public speaking.
Cited by many Americans as being their deepest fear,
the thought of addressing a room
of people
leaves some people quaking in their shoes.
Some of us, like the members of the UM -St. Louis
Forensics and Debate Club, ar'e more at ease in front
of an audience. Students with the team are learning
skills now that will prepare them fo r that moment
when they will have to make the Big Speech.
"Students learn to pUt their best foot forward, and
they fare a lot better economically and sociilly," said
C. Thomas Preston, the group's advisor.

ruil

'"

Senior Ken Winfrey, psychology major and president of the club, echoed Preston's sentiments.
"It's not JUSt about winning awards," Winfrey
said. "There is a high emphasis on learning and growing as an individual."
The club sponsors two on-campu~ tournaments
including the Gatewa.y Deba!!: TOllrnlilllenr, one of
the nadon's largest. While mo.5! competitions have
between 15 and 20 schools panicipating, the
Gateway rournamerlt a!LT111~ny draws teams from
oYer 60 lLTJ.iv~rsities.
The foc;Us of the d ub's activiries is competing in a

see DEBATE, page 3

Daniel Hazelton/

The (wren!

The ForE,!nsicS and Oebate Club regularly wins trophies
and plaq!.!es f or its work at competitions. Some are disp layed in a case on the f irst floor of Lucas Hall.
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Put it on tile Board: The Cw-rmt Events BuJJetm Board is a servia! J!1VIlided fo!e of
charge to aD stude7It organizations and UrriocrsiJy departmenIs and dit,js.{ms. Drodline far
submissions to The Cw-rmt Events BulleIin Board is 5 pm. ~ Thtcr.;day b€faTl! p"bJiCtI1ion Space am.sideration is given to stude7It organizatIOns and is 011 a fo"St-rome.frstserved basis. J.# suggest aD submissions be posted at. least two weeks prior to the aJ(!r11.
Send submissions to: Todd Appel. 7940 Na/ural Bridge Road, & Lcuis MO 63121 'Or
fax 516-6811. All Dsting5 use 516 prefixes urNss othwwise 1nIielItIed.
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Doug' Harrison
e<&or in .cJtie{

BJU Rolf••
ma,~ag(n.g edllor

P m WhIte
D(!sirtJ!ss mattager'

Brian 'Wall
Monday, Jan. 12
• HEC-TV to Broadcast Lecture. The
Higher Education Center of St. Louis
will broadcast "What Do Museums
Mean?," a lecture by Jay Rou nds, the
Des Lee Foundation Professor of
Museum Studies and Community
History at 9 p.m. on the Higher
Education Channel.
• Chemistry Colloquium. Richard F.
Heinze of Flavor Knowledge Systems
Inc. will discuss "Fl avors and
Fragrances in Food from a Chemical
Perspective" at 4 p.m. in 4 51 Benton
Hall. Contact : 5311 for details.
Tuesday, Jan. 13
• Planning meeting for Christian Unity
Week at 1 p.m. in 266 J.C. Penney.
Contact: Campus Ministries, 385-

Louis Riverman Film Series at 8 p.m.
in the U-M eadows Clubhouse. Free
with UM-St. Louis 10. Contact:
St udent Actj vities, 5291.

Thursday, Jan. 1 5
• Midnight Cowboy part of the UM-St.
Louis Riverman Film Series at 10 a.m.
in t he U-Center Lounge. Free with UMSt. Loui s I D. Contact : Student
Acti viti es, 5291.
• Administrator to receive King Award.
Norman Seay. director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity, will receive an
award in a ceremony held in the
Tel eCommunity Center from 2-5 p.m.
Reservations are required. Contact:
241-5103 to RSVP.

Hall. Contact: Newman House, 3853455.
Sunday, Jan. 1.8
• Christian Unity Week runs until Jan.
24 for more information contact
Campus Ministries, 385-3455.
Monday, Jan. 19
• Equal Housing Lecture Series begins.
Event will begin at 11 a.m. in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium. Free.
Tuesday, Jan. 20

Wednesday, Jan. 14

• MIdnight Cowboy part of the UM-St.

Campus Crime Line

Wednesda~,

Jan 21
• Shane part of the UM-St. Louis
Riverman Film Series at 8 p. m. in the
U-Meadows Clubhouse . Free with UMSt. Louis 10. Contact : Student
Activities, 5291,

Judi UnvUl.
faculty adviser
David BauChet

Munter, a U.S. State Department official assigned to NATO, will discuss
"Enlarging NATO: Prospects and
Problems n at 1:30 p.m. in 331 SSB.
Contact: The Center for International
Studies for details, 5753.
• Bioiog1cal Society meeting at 4:30
p.m. in Benton 111. Call 516-6438 for
more information

The Campus CrimeUne is a fo!e seroire prouided by ~ UMSt. Louis Police Department to promote safety tJrrough azroreness.

Ken Dunkln
sports ediJ.tJ:r
Damel HaxeHon
plwrogmphy director
Wendy Verhoff

• Inaugural Bee,' Tasting. KWMiJ 90 .7
will host an International Beer Tasting
At the Tap Room from 6-9 p.m.
Tickets are $12 in advance for members, $15 for non-members, and an
additional $5 at t he door. Contact:
5968 for details.

December 1 , 1997
A student from the Honors College reported t hat
between 12:30 a. m. and 8: 00 a.m., the driver's door
glass on his vehic le was broken out, while the vehicle
was parked at the Honors College. A Sony compact
disc player was stolen from t he dash.

December 4, 1997
A student reported receiving a number of harassing
t elephone calls at his University Meadow s apartment
bet ween Nov. 20 at 12:00 p.m. and Dec. 4 at 12:12
a.m .

December 3, 199 7
A faculty member re ported that between Nov. 20 at 5
p.m. and Dec. 3 at 3 p.m., a combination clock/pen
holder was stolen from a shelf in his office at 516
Clark Hall .

December 7, 1997
A student reported that a window on her vehicle was
broken between 1:00 p.m. and 2:50 p. m., w hile the
vehicle was parked at the University Me adow s.

A faculty member reported t hat betw een Nov. 21 at 1
p.m. and Dec. 9 at 3 p.m. a Sony 5" TV with AM/ f M
stereo was stolen from 1008 Tower.

I,
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Scott Lae
copyeditar
Marty Johnson

cartoonist
Matthew Regensburger
A&Eeditor

Mary Unci. ley
news associate
Amy Lombardo
[ootuff:S associate
Tom Wombacher
aduertising associate
Stephanie Platt

• Shane part of t he UM-St. Louis
Riverman Film Series at 10 a.m.. in
the U-Center Lounge. Free w it h UMSt. Louis 10. Contact: St udent
Activities, 5291.

December _1.0, 1997
A staff person reported that between Nov. 25 at 2::00
p.m. and Dec. 9 at 10:30 a.m. two textbook s we re
stolen from 110 Stadler Hall. Numerous persons Ihave
keys to the office.

I

CI:Jr/unum'ty relations director

Thursday, Jan. 22
• Tanya Softie and Tom Koole: Ctrossing
reception fro m 5 p.m . to 7 p.m . in
Gallery 210, Luc as Hall. Contact::
Gallery 210, 5976.

December 8, 1997
A staff person reported that between Dec. 5 at 5:00
p.m. and Dec . 8 at 8:30 a.m ., 15 Copy Machine Credit
Cards were stolen from her desk draw er at the Fine
Arts Building. The desk drawer had been l ocked.

I~ i

B6Cky Rlck.d
feo1Uns r.diror

• International Seminar. Cameron

3455.
Saturday, Jan. 17
• Awakening Retreat starting at 6 p.m.
with pizza. The cost is $20. It w ill be
held in the South Campus Residence

adllQ'tising diTecWr

i

phatogruphy associate
Todd Appel
production assCJCinh!

I
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WHAT ' S HAPPENING IN. FERGUSON?
. lQUIIIMENACBBR
CAXBUS

23 S . Florissant

.0

IT I S TDm

check
',Your photo .·
needs.

A

Coming to University ofMisso uri,
St. Louis Campus, on January 2, 1998

The Ferguson Business
Dist1"ict
Our Doors Are Open
Maybe you need your eyes
checked or your t eeth r~
paired. Fer guson has it .

:R,epairs, film, .
callu:!ras,. cases
devel opmen t,
Phone
enl argemen t
522-1392
r est.oration, ·. or
passport pictures.

R
A
N
K
America's Strongest Banks

I

You may need a hardware
item or a new pl ace f or
lunch. Ferguson has it.
MEMBERFDlC

(314) 621-1000

Perhaps you a r e l ooking
for a good c l e an used
car or a good car wash.
Ferguson has it.

OFFICERS OF T HE
FSBD ARE:

ERA POPE
REALTORS

& Two Bedroom Apart ments

All Cars, Trucks, and
Vans priced under $400 0.

ailable Now-$ 345 to $45 0/mo
*3 min. drive, on bus route*

Pres . Patrick o. Boyl e
Atty at Law
V. Pres. Farzad Far amarzi .
Thyme Table Cafe
Secr/Treas. Mimi Fowler
Mimi' Subway Bar

Bakery items or a new
t e am jacket. Ferguson
has i t . Le t Ferguson
become part of your
life .

(No credit check)

521-6666
Professional Real Estate Services Since 1959

More info available by
calling 524- 3200 .
Location near campus .

Prop: Louis D. Spencer
Louis Spencer II

Marilyn Spencer
Ch aries Spencer

SPENCER'S BAKERY
Speciality Cakes· Wedding - All OccaSion Products

WHA T ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR IN A COMMUNITY?
• GOOD LOCATION
• QtnET NEIGHBORllOODS
• A HOUSE WIT H CHARACTER AND CHARM
• QUALITY S HCOOLS AND CHURCHES
• HOW ABOUT HISTORY AND T RADITION THROWN
MEASURE?

100 Church Street
Ferguson , Mo. 63135

TeL (3 14) 521-0259

PATRICK O. BOYLE
ATIORNEY AT LAW

ASK YOUR REAL TOR TO SHOW YOU ONE OF
FERGUSON'S FINE HoMESl

I

8 CHURCH STREET
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63135
314-521-11083

210 SMITH AVE.
EAST ALTON, ILLINOIS 62024
61 8-259-1004

FOR MORE INF ORMAT IO N CALL;
THE RESIDENTIAL RESOURCE
108 CHURCH STREET
FERGUSON, M,O 631 35
(314) 524-5062
FAX (314) 524-5173

Farzad & Lisa Faramarzj
314-52 1-0440

I 8 Church Street
Ferguson, MO 63135

j
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Harmon mails in oppo~i t i on
·to controversial t heater
ing the entire academic mission of the campus and 'its students,"
__
--_.._--._----..staff writer
/
Samples said. "It's not really feasible for our srudents, particularly'
commuter srudents, to believe that mey could somehow split their
In a letter: to Chancellor Blanche Touhilllast week, St. Louis course work at Kid and come back here for their other core subMayor Clarence Harmon stated his opposition
jects."
to a performing arts center on campus, proposPaone said the city would present "unique
ing instead that funding might go towards a renopportunities" to srudentssince Kid is near
he Kiel Opera
ovation of Kid Opera House.
Grand Center and downtown entertainment
HoLlse offers
'The Kid Opera House offers an historic
venues.
opportunity for U1vI.-St. Louis to participate in an historic opporSamples also said that he did not believe that
the revitalization of the city," said Toby Paone,
money allocated by the state to pay for an ontunity for UM-St.
special assistant to the mayor.
campus center would be transferable to a different project.
Bob Samples, director of University Louis to partici"It has gone through a 20-year process to get
Communications, said that while UM-St.Louis pate in the revitalwhere it is today," Samples said.
did not oppose renovation of the opera house, ization of the city.
However Monica McFee, Harmon's press
it y.rould not abandon the proposed arts center
-Toby Paone
secretary, stressed that the renovation would be
on campus.
assitant to Clarence Harmon
much cheaper than build.i.ng the proposed cam'We believe they are twO separate projects,"
pus structure.
Samples said. "We do not believe that one is pit"It makes good business sense, and we can all win," McFee
ted against the other."
.
Samples also stressed that the center is part of a campus devel- said.
Over the past two years, the University has secured about $17.3
opment project that goes back to 1979.
'The performing arts cemer is part of enhancing and sUPPOrt- miIlion from the state and almost $2.5 miIlion in private donations. 0
BY' DAVID BAUGHER
--_
.._--- _..._--_ .._--_..
... _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - --

--"-T
------- ,, -------

UPB,

from page 1

people would show up to . . . that's a
waste." .
The UPB received the highes t
student activity fee allocation of
any student organization for the
1997-98 academic year, $78,000.
However, Hopkins said one thirg
he wishes he would have concentrated on more last semester was
r' raising funds for programming.
"We receive the largest (stu-

PU RGED,

from page 1

I ~ "about 20" were reactivated since

most students chose to simply
open an account on the UNIX
server instead.
Siegel said students have been
urged "for a year or two" to switch
to UNIX anyway since VMA is

dent activity) allocation on campus," Hopkins said. "With that we
should know how to generat e
more revenue."
He said the more money UPB
raises the better programs will be.
. One new program last sef\lester, Step Show, raised funds for
the board. Step Show is a program
in which fraternities perform
choreographed routines. Hopkins
said the board sold over 500 tickets and turned away 200 to 30!)
people. It generated over $7,000,
Hopkins said. 0
being replaced with a smaller, less
exp ensIve server. The new
machine will have only a few hundred student account s which are
to be used only for course work.
"People had been told for several semesters to move over to
UNIX," Siegel said. "Most of
[th ose who lost their accounts)
just said 'O h, okay, I gue ss I
shou ld have done this awhile ago .'

----~--"--------e're not angry. We're just

ARTS , from page 1

W

would buy tickers to evenrs at the center if they cost more
than $20. Less than 8 percent said they would.
'The ticket prices will be cheaper than any"nere you
can get in the community, especially for students," Ash
said. "Rarely if eyer ,'lill any ticket prices be over 520. Most
will be free."
H~ also said some questions in the survey, such as one
asking whether students would be "villing to delay construction of the new University center in favor of the perfanning arts center, were irrelevant because they presemed false choices.
'1 thinkthat the question is inaccurate," Ash said. 'The
srudent union is going to be built regardless of "nether or
not the perfonning arts center is funded."
Bob
Samples)
director
of
University
Communications, also questioned the survey's relevance, '
calling the questions "confusing." He said that funding for
the Universirycenterwas in ~o way tied to that of the arts
center. He also said the chancellor has no plans to reallocate srudem resources in omer departments or to increase
srudem fees since the University intends to build me center with state and private funds, nOt tuition.
Babcock denied clm the survey was billed, and said
the questions had been phrased both positively and negatively to avoid influencing respondents.
"I'd be interested to hear where they feel the bill is,"
Babccck said.

anxiou s to get out the
facts and get out the truth.
-Ben Ash
co-founder, Student Advisory Board

-------- -------~J'

She said the question about whether srudents favored a
deb)' in the University center to build the perfonTung arts
center \vas "hypotheriCJl" and was asked in an attempt to
assess srudem priorities.
Babcock said the funding issue was still murky, however
since tora! coSts for the center had yet to be allocated from
the state.
'1 don't think they originally intended to increase fees for
the srudent center either and that ended up happeni.ng,"
Babccx:k said.
San1ples confirmed clut only about $17J million of the
expected $41 million in state funds had already been allocated by the legislature but SJid that this was "typd" of State
supported projects which are often funded over several
years.
B:IDccx:k said that her group may e:,tablish a petition
drive over the i\S\.le.
Ash said his organiz1tion would bring the survey up ar
the ne>..'t Student Government Asso..."iarion meetingJan. 21.
"We're not angry," i\sh said. "We're JUSt anxious to get
out the fans and get Out rhe truth." 0

DEBATE, from pag e 1
Fall 1997 Programs
Wednesday Noon Live (new)
Film Series at the University
Meadows (new)
Juvenile Diabetes Walk Jar Cure
Katy Trail Bike Ride (new)
EXPO/Chancellor's Picnic
Midnight Madness
Friday Night at the Symphony (new)
Mizzou Football Game (new)
Comedy Jam
and , opened up another [UNIX)
account.~

Siegel said the UNIX server,
which contains most of the Student accounts, was not affected by
the purge.
Siegel sai'd he did not believe
that any e-maLl was lost but there
was no way to know for certain.
He stressed that the difficulties
during the transfer between

Alternative Lifestyles Film (new)
Trip to Kansas City (new)
Step Show (new)

Winter 1998 Programs
College Bowl {new}
Fashion Show (new)
Mirth Day
Black History !I-fonth Programs
Take 6 Concert (new)
3-D Series (new)
servers were probabk unavo idabl e.
"Given that we had to do it at
some pOlnt It wa s al mos t
inevitable th at some people were
going to fall throu gh the crac ks, "
Siegel said. "I can't imagine an yway we could have do ne it that
would not have caught a few."
The new server will go on-line
la ter this semester. 0

series of local and our-of-to"n tournaments throughout the year in
which members can polish their skills
in a variety of interprerive, prepared
and impromptu speaking events.
Some choose to compere in policy debate, which requires students to
use evidence they have researched to
argue for or against a selected topic
(this year's topic concerns aid to
Southeast Asia). For those who prefer more spontaneity, parliamentary
debate allows competitors to speak
wi thout notes, usin g their general
knowledge in a way that "addresses
the individual as well as society at
large," Winfrey s'ai d.
Other events are available to students as well. Some, such as exremporaneous and impromptu speaking,
give the speaker a limited amount of
time prior ro each round to prepare a
spee h. Wirh persuasive and informa-

tional speaking, students can '.vTite
and then memorize a speech on a
topic of interest to th em.
TIlOse wirh an interest in theater
Cal) perform a selection from a play in
.
.
ll1terpretatlve events.
Preston said that students joining
the team valY in their abilities and
level of experience. Even some of the
more unlikely candidates turn out to
be successful debaters.
"We'll get students who are
exrremely shy, and you wonder if
they'll have anything to say," PrestOn
said. "But they get intO a round and
they're just awesome."
The team as a whole is in the
midst of its mOst successful year,
having won 52 awards durin g the fall
semester. Winfrey attributed the
team's success to all involved ,,;th it.
The club has several tOurnaments
scheduled for this spring, including
competitions ar Webster University,
Southern Illinois University and the
Pi Kappa Delta Tourname nt in
Louisiana. 0

St. Louis Science Center

IIROCICIR UlSER 3-D"
, January 23, .1998
0

Rock to the sounds of Aerosmith, U2,
Smashing Pumpkins, Stone Temple Pilots
, and many more. Laser lights and 3-D
glasses mO
ake this an awesome,
unforgettable si.ght and sound experience.
It's a lot of rock.

This event is free , but requires a $5
deposit that will be r~funded when you
arrive for the event.
Meet at 7:00 PM in the Music Building
Parking Lot.

I'

bperience

St. Louis

ATTENTION
PATRONS OF THE
MARK TWAIN BUILDING

I'

I

Beginning January 5,1998
You must present a
photo ID to gain
entrance into the
Mark Twain Building
No Exceptions!!!

Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and Residential Life

To Sign Up or for more information come to the

Stu dent Activities Office
267 University Center
Limited seating, sign up early
provided
L--_ _ _ _ Transportation
_----=__
__ _________
---'~

. ~

- --..-.-....

--- - . - - -- -- - - -I
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Dianamania costs
too much for me
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Bank hours don't
make sense

Tale of two buildings is instructive
The Issue:
UM-SL Louis
students are
finally showing
interest in the
administration'S
decisions to
construct new
buildings on
campus.

We Suggest:
Protesting the
new U Center is
futile, but students opposing
the Performing
Arts Building
should continue
to voice their
opinions.

So What Do
. You Think?:
Let us hear from
you on this or
any issue in a
letter to the editor.

R

arely does the wider UM-St.
Louis community take much
notice of the political
maneuvering that allows administrators to ensure the completion of large
projects. Even more unheard of is organized opposition from students to projects or agendas that really affect
them. That's why the two student
groups circulating literature against
two building projects in various stages
of development is so surprising, and
instructive.
Tonya Hutchinson is leading a group
of students opposed to a fee increase
that will fund the new University
Center. No legislation without representation, they say.
The group has some valid points.
Unfortunately, they are trying to make
them four or five years too late.
Though we share some of the same
concerns as Ms. Hutchinson and her
allies - especially about the suspiciously late request from administrators for
funding from students - it is futile to .
continue with a petition drive and call
for a student advisory panel. The time
for these students or others like them
to raise these issues has long since
passed and nothing they can say or do
will keep the new U. Center from being
builL Students will pay the exorbitant
fee to k(3ep the project alive.
End of story.
The tale of the Performing Arts
Center, however, has only just begun. If
recent events are any indication, the
story of the $50 million Performing

Arts Center will be a complex and multilayered one that will involve some of
the region's most powerful political figures.
That's why a group of students,
spearheaded by leaders of the Political
Science Academy, expressing their
concerns about the feasibility of this
undertaking might be easily overlooked.
Fortunately, this group has substantially more time OrT its side than Ms.
Hutchinson and her fellow protesters
have.
University administrators are years,
if not decades, away from raising the
money they will need to erect this
behemoth.
This week's controversy, involving
the University's plans for the
Performing Arts Center and St. Louis
city and county leaders' plans for
remodeling Kiel Opera House, suggests territorial political spats may bog
down the center in red tape even
longer.
Admittedly, the arrival of these
external figures into the mix will make
it even more difficult for the voices of
students like those from the PSA to be
heard or taken seriously.
There is still time and hope for students to tell administrators what they
think about the Performing Arts
Center.
In the face of so many competing
interests and agendas, we hope students with concerns about this project
have only just begun to fight. 0

O

n Christmas Eve the
bank in the University
Center lobby changed
from Normandy Bank to UMB, but
its services will not be any more
convenient for students.
Normandy Bank was open
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
and UMB officials have decided to
keep these hours of operation.
The replacement of Normandy
Bank is more convenient for UMSt. Louis because University paychecks go through UMB.
However, the idea of having a
bank on campus is to provide convenient services to students. If
the bank is open for only four
hours, we do not have a large window of time to do our banking.
The bank is in an excellent
location because hundreds of ~tu
dents pass by it every day and
students who live on campus ideally could use its services.
The ATM in the University
Center is convenient for a quick
cash withdrawal, but how useful
is it w hen a student needs to
cash a paycheck at three in the
afternoon?
"The Student Guide and
Academic Planner n sows tha
banking hours are from 8 a
to
5 p_m. The bank probably a oes
not need to be open at 8 a.m.,
but it could benefit more students by staying open in the
afternoon. 0

inally, 1997 is over and hopefuUy so is the seemingly
endless canonization of the bte Princess of \XTales as the
year's most memorable person. Noww~ Gm get on
with the more lucratiye business of selling her memory, or rather,
junk that is supposed to remind us of her, to every sentimentalist
>Vith a dollar.
Try as I may, I can't seem to shake the C)nical notion that the
Princess's popularity was largely manufactured by those of my own
Jk. The ubiquitous year-end blather was just another opponunity )
to get Americans hopped up on Dianamania.
After all, many of us erstwhile BritOns on this side of the lake
judge royals by a very different standard thm those we apply to
ourselves. Were they to live in America, the "people's" princess,
her sons, her husband, his parents would likely be characterized as a
degenerate clan of glorified welfare
recipients leeching off the system and
the backs of blue collar America. Jesse
Helms or Phil Gramm would ride the
wave of working-class disaffection to
re-election in the Senate with his new
campaign slogan: Put Windsors to
work.
As it is, we'll do nothing of the son.
Instead, we'll stan standing in llIle to
purchase Dianastamps and Dianadolls and scouring the co~nt1y- \
side for one more precious copy of "People: The Diana Years" for 1
our daughter'S hope chest. And we'll payout the nose for anything remotely related to something manufactured and hastily
associated >Vith the idea of DianlDid Elvis teach us nothing? Apparently not. Tickets for dinghy
rides to the island where Diana is buried went on sale last week I
suppose the Spencer family is only responding to the clamouring
masses begging for a sail-by of the gr.weside.
JUSt like Elton John was only expressing grief for a lost friend
when he wanned over his tribute to decadence for the Princess.
And now we have only to wait until the first anniversary of her
death for this musical miscaniage to be re-released in a slightly
modified, more expensive version. Of course it's okay for Elton
and every other moneychanging junk peddler w cash in on a car
crash as long as "ponions of the proceeds v.ill go to charity."
Has anyone considered that charity, in this case, is nothing
more than a diversion' Assuming for a moment that these
Dianamaniacs are analytic.ll enough to consider the implications of
such uncontroUed commerciaEsm on the memory and image of
Diana before they purchase their next trinket or knickknack or
songs by people who once visited Buckingham Palace, it's hard to
imagine theirforegoing purchase when they remember that' -"por. "0f" the
' sal e _~'11
1.' ,'.::
li
"
,
tIons
iV\il go to cffilflty. .
.
"
"\'Vasn't Diana big on charity?» they'll say. Sure she wa5. Heck,
Mother Theresa, the patron saint of charity, waited until after
Diana's death to die. Surely Diana would v.'ant me to buy this plastic effigy of her to put on my dash board that ",ill dance and shake

see HARRISON, page 8
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A smooth
t ransition

T

he beginning of "the experience that I'll
remem?cr f~r the rest of my life" has been
rnteresnng. I ve been warned of the transition from high school to college from JUSt about
everybody: counselors, teachers, parents and some
people that have never even been to college. I guess
everybody has something to say.
Well this is what I have to say, college is hard! Not
necessarily because of the classes but because of the
freedom. There's too much free time!
Everyday I have the same debate, "should I do my
homework or go home and watch Ricki Lake?" I
think I'll watch Ricki Lake. Coming straight out of
high school- where you don't have a choice of what
you're doing - and then
going into college - where
you might find yourself
doing anything - are two
very different circumstances.
Some days I just went
RHAS HAD PIT T MAN to the mall, broke, when I
guest commentator should have been doing my
homework. There were
days when I did do my homework but my heart wasn't in it. It would either i;Je sloppy or unfinished. The
way I looked at it, "at least I did something. That's .
better than yesterday."
It's funny how I ended the semester so poorly
when I started off so strong. I used to take accurate
notes and paid attention in class. Throughout the
v..I-JOle semester I rarely was absent. By the end of the
semester it was like high school all over again, "1 just
hope 1 pass."
All of the sudden it's December and the semester
is coming to a close. Where did the time go? Finals
week is coming up and instead of studying I'm trying
to figure Out how to get a low B instead of a high C.
"Well if I get a 98 on the final I'll be okay. But anything below that \\ill JUSt not cut it. I better go talk to
the teacher."
Now this is the same teacher I haven't seen since
the last borderline test grade. She almost didn't break
then; until she saw the tears. This time I don't think
there's anything I can do to convince her to give me a

see GUEST, page 8
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- - - - - - - - - - READER RESPONSE

President defends fee increase
for new University Center
I would like to respond to a few ofrhe issues surrounding the new University Center. I am concerned
v.~rh the coverage of the students who are supponing a
petition which I feel is misleading. The title of the petition is "No legislation >Vithout representation," and is a
very misleading title at that! The members of this petition drive are leading students to believe that they were
n?t represented in the proposed student activiry fee
increases. However, one of the leaders of the petition
drive is himself a member of Student Government
Association and a representative for his organization.
How could one person who calls himself a representative claim that his organization was not represented in
this issue? In fact, whe~ I asked this person how was he
not represented v.-nen he is a representative himself, he
replied, "I voted no on the issue, therefore, I was not
represented. "
WeU, I would like to tell this person and all others the
way a democratic society works. First, in the SGA and
other systems of government (tbe United States
Government included) there is an executive branch.
This includes the president and vice-president. We are
elected by the people to represent the people. Not
everyone voted for me, but I still represent everyone.

The same goes for President ClintOn; he is not a
Republican, however, he still represents me and everyone else in this country. When he sends our troops to
war, people don't say that Clinton sent the Democrats
to war; he sent
troops to war. Therefore, he represents the United States, much'in the same way I represent the SGA.
Secondly, the general assembly of the SGA acts in
the same manner as the Congress. These people in the
SGA are representatives of their organizations similar to
senators and representatives who represent their respective states. If the people in that state or organization
don't like what their representatives do, then they elect
new reps. The job of these representatives is to represent
their constituents as best as possible. That does not
mean that every time there is a t3-xe increase (or fee
increase) that a representative goes to every person he
represents and asks for his opinion. If that were the case
then a condition called absolute democracy would be
taking place. If that type of democracY were in place,
nothing would ever get done, and that is probably why
the framers of our Constitution 'made it the way they
did and included separation of powers as a means for
checks and balances.
With all of this in mind, I would like to warn Stu-

u.s.

see LETTERS, page 8

You could have
said thanks

W

hen I was too young to stay home alone, my mom
.
would take me WIth her e\'ery tIme she had to go
shopping or ~ errands. Some of the places we
would go had lollipops for their patrons' children.
)
Every time I would get a lollipop I wo~d forget to thank the .
clerk for givipg it to me. My mom always had to remind me.
1 must have received many a lollipop in my childhood, because I
have learned to thank people when they do polite things for me. I
probably sound like a self-righteous S.O.B., which is not my purpose, but I pride myself on having the manners to thank people.
It's my one redeeming quality.
It's arnazing how many people do not acknowledge random
acts of kindness - acts that seem to become extinct at times.
When someone is waiting to pull out of a parking lot near a red
light, wouldn't most people let that person in front of them if it
weren't going to hold up traffic? I'll
usually try to let the person in. Doing
something nice for someone makes me
feel all warm and fuzzy inside. Normally
this will put me in a good mood - this
is about the only thing that puts me in a
good mood when I am driving.
However, the warm and fuzzy feelBILL ROLFES
ing turns into bitter disgust if the other
managing editor {
driver does not wave or somehow
acknowledge the act of kindness. I guess being bitterly disgusted
negates the whole act and, therefore, I lose my good deed points.
This happens most often after church on Sunday. You would .
think people would be acting in a kind, 'love-thy-neighbor' manner
directly after mass, but not everyone does. Most people are in such
a hurry to leave that you don't need to let people in front of you;
they simply Cut you off. I know I should be satisfied >Vith simply
doing a good deed for the day, but it's frustrating when the act
goes unnoticed.
Last Monday I went over to Woods Hall to buy a parking sticker. I opened one of the glass doors on the bottom floor and saw
two or three women coming thro~gh the firSt set of doors. I held
the door open for them ~d stood aside to let them pass.
I think one of them might have muttered a thank you.
A group of seven or eight women were following the first
group.l had time to enter before they got to the door I was holding open, but I decided to be a gentleman and ",-ait for them to
pass.
Only one of these women acknowledged my existence, and that '
wa5 only because she almOSt ran me over.
'
I walked into Woods Hall and sarcastically muttered to myself,
"Your welcome."
.No wonder chivalry is dead - no one appreciates it any mOre. 0
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and get a

ike clockwork, every January about
this time, several hundred weary
but noticeably ha'ppy people line up,
features editor

F

or weeks now, I have
been asking all of my
friertd s and family what
they got from Santa Claus or for
Hanukkah, I'll admit it; I'm shallow. I know the holidays are supposed to be about love, giving,
. family, friends and all that crap.
However, I think it is much more
interesting to ask what new and
exciting things people received for
the holidays than to find out who
they spent it with or how many
glassesof eggnog it took to wash
down the taste of the year old fruit
cake.
So, what did you get?
Well, I got some fairly cool stuff
this year. The biggest gift I
received was a round trip airline
ticket anywhere in the world.
Sounds expensive and impressive,
doesn't it? Well, it was free for the
person who gave it to me. You see,
my best friend works for Delta
Airlines, and she gets an allotted
number of free tickets. Although
the gift was free to the giver, it
meant the world to me. She has
family all over the US and a not so
Little brother who goes to college
on the East coast. She gave the
ticket to me instead. When we
talked before Christmas she told
me that her gift for me was cheesy
so I shopped for her "rich a sense
of humor. I got her a glow in the
dark solar system for her ceiling
and a book about dreams because
she has some crazy dreams about
, hippos.
. 1 never understood how people
could cry when they received a gift
from someone ... until now. It
wasn't a gush of tears that caused a
sprint toward me tissue box but
rather this constant watering that
,., still comes to my eyes when I tell
people of my gift. I know that gifts
are not supposed to show you how
much someone cares about you but
the sad truth of me matter is that a
. gift can do exactly that .
.\ I have had some best friends in
the past who have really cared
about me and whom I have cared
about deeply. This friend is different from the others. She's more
than a friend she is like family - the
sister I never had. Except I know
' many people who have sisters and
even they wouldn't give the gift I
have received. She's the person
who can laugh, cry, talk, drink and
be bored 'W~th me. AT&T could do
a great long distance commercial
about our friendship - when we
\! eventually move away from each
other.
So now I'm stuck w~th this
amazing gift that I will never in a
million years be able to repay. Even
though I will travel with her (she
\ gave herself a free airline ticket
also), I can't pay for her expenses .
A sweater won't do the trick either.
For the first time in my life, I am
confronted with a situation that
makes me feel minuscule and helpless. I try to be a good friend but I
,never really know how successful I
am at that task. I don't know how
to repay her for the gift. I don't
think I have ever had anyone care
that much about me to give me gift
like that (except my parents, but
they are required to care about
'. me) . Instead of spoken words
telling me that I have a best friend,
her gift to me proved the fuct.
Even though I am petry and ask
people what gifts they received for
the holidays, I am only asking the
question so that people mLl ask the
,"same question of me. When I tell
people about the airline ticket, I
should really say that I received
love and thoughtfulness. Maybe
I'm not as shallow as I think I am.
• Sure, I gOt a spectacular gift but the
gift isn't as importarlt.as what it
• represents. \Vhat I received was a
sense of how important I am to my
best friend and how important she
is t-o me. 0 1

wrapping arou~d the track in Mark
Twain normally reserved for walkers or runners. But the only exercise trese people will

job

get is the walk from the track to their seats
on the gymnasium floor and finally to the
podium where each will receive a diploma,
th~ pigskin, their walking papers, a license

story by Mary Lindsley
photos by Daniel Hazelton

to work for real now, in the adult world.

of The Current staff

It is their graduation .from college.

Linda Coleman
receives her
diploma from
Chancellor
Blanche
Touhill.
Coleman, graduating from the
College of Arts
and Sciences,
was one of
about 500 graduates who participated in yesterday's commencement
excercises.

Over 500 UM-St. Louis stl.~dents received their
degrees at. the ceremony. In addition to these,
honorary doctor of laws degrees were awarded
to two individuals who keynote speaker and
UM-System President Manuel Pacheco said
"have dedicated their lives to serving the public
interest."
One of the x;ecipients was John Hume,
leader of Northern Ireland's Social
Democratic Labor Parry. Hume was praised
by Chancellor Blanche Touhill for his role in
helping to end the civil conflict in Northern
Ireland.
"He [Hume] is a reasoned, non-violent
voice to sustain peace in Northern Ireland,"
T ouhill said.
Richard Fleming, president and chief
executive officer of the St. Louis Regional
Commerce and GroWth Association, also
received an honorary degree. During his
tenure, Fleming has introduced several economic development initiatives, including one

to bring 100,000 jobs
to the St. Louis area.

Pacheco, In his
keynote
address,
likened the road ahead
for graduates to that
already followed by
Hume and Fleming.
"[Thomas]
J efferson's example taught us that public
sef\~ce is the responsibility of every educated man and woman," Pacheco said. "A s
educated individuals, you are better prepared to combat the forces of ignorance
and prejudice wherever you may find th em .
.. .you can help
e};l~!.Jre tlJ,at public
discourse is civilized and respectful of the rights
and digniry of
others."
Pacheco
encoura ged grad-

uates to extend a commitment to public
sef\'ice to the University.
"As alumni of the Universi ty of MissouriSt. Louis, vou ",rill have frequent opportunities to lend your talents , energy and support
' to the w ork of yo ur alma mater," Pacheco
said . "I encourage you to maintain your ties
with your profe sors and y our University."
Pacheco al 0 spo ke of h is child houd ~ n"
northern N ew Mexico. Although his family
was p oor, he and his 11 siblin gs all graduated from co llege . He said education was key
to the idea o f the A m erican Dream: "the
dream [tharj allows us to rise as far as our
talents and energy will take us. n
Follomn g Pa heco s speech, Touhill,

along with Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Jack Nelson presented degrees to
students.
Sue Hartman, who received a master's
degree in educational adminisrration said
graduating was "a relief," and hoped to
obtain a position as an assistant principal in
the near future.
"' Tom Williams was -exci red about finally
eatnirt g his bachelor's degree in busin es s
administration.
"This feels real good," said Williams.
''I'm starting a new job tOmorrow [with
Un ited Health Care] at twice my normal
pay - I feel like the poster boy for UM-St.
Louis."

0

Hume makes mediation
•
a way of life In Ireland
What lesson did you learn in
1997 that you'll apply in '98?

World-renown p olitician receives Global Citizen Award here
.B

Y_.~__
M _Y _!:-_
O_M_B~.~~_(J_ ......... . ...... __ . ___._._ ...... ..... ..........__ ... _

staff writer

"Don't study at Denny's until
midnight the night before
finals."
·Svetlana Podokahlk
junior/biology

--"---

"Don't procrastinate."
-Sherri Virdure
senior/special education

I

"Don't drink and drive."
·Jim Krause
freshman/business administration

"Avoid missing class."
·Tom Spivey
senior leduc at ion

"Keep a copy of everything."
-Ken Cloud
graduate/physical education

Chancellor Blanche M. T ouhiil honored politician
John Hume ",rith rhis year's Global Citizen Award.
Hume spoke to a crowded auditorium in the].C. Penney
Conference C enter on the UM-S r. louis campus this
past Saturday.
The award is a $1,000 cash prize and the presentation
of the Global
Citizen Medal.
The UM-St.
Louis' Center
for International
Studies takes
nommatlons
from the
International
A ffairs
C ommittee and
from members
of campus commu nity to detersay the trouble with
mine the recipithe English is that
em.
" A Global
they never reme~be r
Citizen
recoga nd the "trouble with
nizes the importhe Irish is that they
tance of educatnever forget.
ing people about
the interdepen·John Hume
der.ce of our
1 998 Global Citizen
worlds, demon."Iward Recipeint
strates a VISIon
. _ - . . . . . , - - of the world as it
should be, pro\~des an understanding and appreciation of
other cultures, and inspires others to work for solutions
to world problems,u T ouhill says.
Hume is a "lob ally respected politician for his efforts
to achieve peaceful so lutions to the conflict in Ireland. He
began his pohtical career in 1968 when he led the Ci,ll
Rights movement and has since been elected to the
Northern Ireland Assembly, the European Parliam ent
and the UK Parliament .

----

"

Hume has led th e Social Democratic and Labour Party
since 1979. The SDLP rejects the IRA's terrorist methods
and works towards a goal of Irish unity to be determined
by the vote of the people.
Hume believes that peace can be accomplished
through nonviolent action. Despite strong opposition
from all sides, he held conferences with Gerry Adams,
leader of the Irish 'Republican Army's political wing, Sinn
Fein. These talks resulted in the 1994 IRA cease-fire.
His effortS for peace are mddy known and appreciated. In 1995 he was nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize.
In his speech on Saturday, Hume spoke of the casualties of war and the need for an agreement without any
additional violence.
"In a population of a million and a half in the north of
Ireland, 3,500 people have lost their lives, and over 30,000
people have been maimed. That's the equivalent of one
Out of 500 people losing their Lives. That's the equivalent
of one out of 50 people being. maimed or injured. There is
nowh ere in the north of Ireland where every citizen doesn't know someone who was killed ur who was maimed,"
Hume states.
According to Hume, the only way to start the solution is to first reach an agreement. Once an agreement
has been established, the effort must tum to living
together by respecting diversity. He feels that institutions
muSt be built that have respect for dlfferences, however
allowing people to work together on common interests.
Another key in Hume's philosophy is the need to
focus on the future and to leave the past behind. Hume
believes that too much energy is devuted to history that
cannot be changed.
"Sometimes I try to be somewhat light-hearted and
people will ask me w sum up the Irish problem. I say the
trouble ,,~th the Enghsh is that they never remember and
the trouble with the Irish is that they never forget,"
Hume quips.
The peace talks will resume Monday morning, at
which time Hume and other political leaders will begin
th e process of resolving key issues that go deep in to the
heart of Ireland.
This year is the 200th anniversary of the 1798 .uprising in Ireland. It would be a great accomplishment if
1998 could mark the official end of the conflict. 0
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Music Review

Movie Review

Nicholson
leads 'Good'

The Verve makes strong
return with Urban Hymns

cast to great

Urba<l Hyrms
The Verve

Lyrics and melodies engage listeners on many levels
Virgin Records

performance

After an IS-momh break-up,
The Verve has released an almOSt
perfect album, Urban Hymns,
that entangles the listener in
singer/songwriter
Richard
Ashcroft's feelings and attitudes.
The album starts with an amazing song,
"Bitter Sweet
Symphony," which you have
probably heard on the radio. It
was written by the dynamic duo
of Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards. Ashcrofr, The Verve's
fromman, supplied the lyrics.
After listening to ~his song carefully, it sounds as if Ashcroft is
be~g a social critic. With lyrics
such as "trying to make ends
meet! you're a slave to the
money! then you die," it sets the
tone and the mood for the rest of

As Good As It Gets
Rated PG-1.3
Running time: 1:38
Now Playing

As GoodAs It Gets is a romantic comedy with
an emphasis on comedy. It features Jack Nicholson
as Melvin Udall, Helen Hunt as Carol Connelly,
Greg Kinnear as Simon Nye, and Cuba GoodingJr.
as Frank Sachs.
The story is about Melvin. Melvin is a little paranoid at times, incredibly rude most of the time and
loves the routine lifes1:)~e he lives. That all changes
",nen his gay, artist neighbor - Simon - is robbed and
beaten. Frank, Simon's friend, makes Melvin take care
ofVerdell, Simon's cute little dog while Simon is in
the hospital recovering. At about the same time,
Melvin's customary breakfast waitress of choice at the
local restaurant, Carol, is having problems with her

Jack Nicholson as Melvin, left, attempts to show neighbor Simon Nye how to win
back the affection of his dog Verdell in As Good As It Gets.

young son who is allergic to everything. Well, Melvin
goes crazy because he doesn't have the same waitress
and he has to take care of his neighbor's dog.
Eventually, Simon has to rake a trip to Balti.!110re
to beg for money from his parents. Melvin is asked,
by Frank, to drive Simon to Baltimore. Melvin reluctantly agrees and invites Carol to go with them. She
agrees, even more reluctantly than Melvin had at first.
As the story goes, you have 'to see the film

I like this movie. It shows human feelings, nervousness, distrust and despair. It also shows howpeopIe can change with e..xperience. Jack Nicholson is at
his usual greatness and his supporting cast is superb. I
recommend this movie to anyone who is tired'of the
same old mQ\~es with no plots but great special
effectS.

the album
The second song, "Sonnet," is
exceptional as well. After hearing
this song a few times, you begin to
sing along "'1th the chorus, "Yes,
there's love if you want it! don't
sound like no sonnet."
There is a chance that the song
mth the most important message
is track four, "The Drugs Don't
Work." The message of the song
is the same as the title. When was
the last time you heard a rock-nroll star say drugs are nOt worth it?
We can give thanks to The
Verve for re-forming and putting
our another album Let's hope it
does not take another year and a
half for another great album from
The Verve. Urban' Hymns is one
of the few albums, put our each
year, that you can listen to over
and over again.
-Matthf:'<iJ Regensburgf!1'

-Matt/;i.~"-· Regensbwgf!Y

Crossword Companion
will appear weekly.
Answers appear on page
8 for this week's puzzle.
Answers can also be
found at The Current
Online.

ACROSS
1 Mire
4 Make points
9 Common noun suffix
12 Ever (poetic)
13 Path
14Bom
15 High Pitch

www.umsl.eduj
studentlifej current

32 Crack

36 Joke

22Pa$Bble
24 Miscue

DOWN

4 Mone
5 Best; elite

35 Animal

6 Toward; to (pref.)

37 Chart

7 Free
8 Jacket

44 Dish
46 Toy

48 Fuel

18 Gripe
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N o matter where you're headed,
Amtrak® lets you take a friend along
for free. Purchase one ticket at the
full fare and get a second ticket free
- for the same trip anywhere
between St. Louis and Kansas City.
And you'll even have time to study on
the, way. A little chemistry, perhaps.
For more rnformation, call your
travel agent or1-800-USA-RAIL
today. Trains depart from the Amtrak
station at 550 S. 16th Street,
St. Louis.

38
41
43
45

Clothes worn by Scottish highlanders
Monarch, ru,ler
Ballet $tep
Performance
47 Paddle
49 Sudden flood
52 Always
54 Deteriorate

55 Pig pen
56 Same SCOfl!
57
59
60
63

Outside (Pref.)
Toe; prong of fork (scot.)
station (abbr.)
Form of verb "be"

I .,

HE FEEL-GOOD MOVIE
OFT EYEAR.

(Take A Friend For Free.)

. i ·" . " ..c~ ·

9 Authofize
10 Mesh
11 Prepare golf ball
16 Wide

Don't Go Solo!
,

1 Ante
2 OYer (poetic)
3 Oil

34 Near

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW

- -'--

61 It is (Poetic)
62 Leaves
65 But
66 Resin (Scot.)
67 Edu. group (Abbr.)

39 Inanimate object
40 Degree
42 Rest

Y.d

23 Comb. form meaning straight or correct

25 Male goat
27 Join
28 _ Park, CO
30 Put on, as clothes

55 Hungry
58 Reviews

64 Grain

29 Nymph
31 Chfldren's game
33 Navy rank (abbr.)

leckie @ 397-0369
Hale@ 726-1192

20 Craft

22 Sudsy

17 GiVe
19 Smell
21 Catch

26 Epoxy

On campus ",II

~ High cards
51 No (Scctlish.)
53 Rushli1<e plant (Scotland)

A M T R A K®

*Fares shown 2re one way, apply to coach travel only and are subiect to availablli~y To obtain the special rree companion ticket,
reservations are required. No multiple discounts, Offer good thru February 28. 1998. Fares, schedules and restrict,ons are subl8Ct to change
without notice.
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Ken Dunkin, sports editor
phone: 516-5174 fax: 516-6811
e-mai l: kdunkin@rocketmail.com

Riverwomen riding
wave of success
.
.

.

Women s hoop
squad'trounces
Quincy by 26

UM-St. Louis
Quincy

J

KEN DUNKIN

UM·St. Louis
Annette Brandy
Lindsay Brefeld
Melanie Marcy
Charlee Dixon
Jane Ackerman
Angela Stewart
Beth Ragsdale
Denise Simon
Jamie Dressler
Krystal Logan
Missy England .
Sarah Carrier
Sarah Lawrence
Tot als
.......-- ..--..... -...... ..... _.....-

sports editor

II

~.~.E_~.~~ .I.~_. ____..... __.......__

. staff writer

T

he problem with the
. sports world today is
.
that it reflects the real
world too much,
Sports had always been an
escape. In the olden days the athletes reflected the society. When
Bill Walton graced the scene with
long hair and a huge beard touting peace, people went crazy. Joe
Namath boastfully t,outed that
the Jets would win the Super
Bowl.
These guys were your everyday Joes . They reflected that era
very well.
Now in the magnificent 1990's
the world is a colder, darker
place. A few things are the same,
whatever football ream is in town
will stink and the Blues will never
win the Stanley Cup.
The modern athlete has
changed.
Kids today are not quiet. Kids
growing up playing streetball and
football are not going to be your
quiet everyday kids. They stand
for different things. Showing
people up and being 'The Man' is
the ultimate goal.
~
When I grew up playing those
sports we were mean. In football
a kid that wasn't in the scene yet
had to run kick-offs.
I was that kid once. I was
smashed, elbowed in the head and
finaliy knocked to the ground . It
t wah2f~ I. - _
_ 4Some of the same kids that
knocked me senseless are playing
college football on a television
station near you. This is how
people grow up .playing.
There is a gang member that'
'plays for the Miami Dolphins,
former baseball player Kevin
Mitchell is ~ former gang member. The spons world has just
caught up with the real world
.J'eople. It's a scary thought isn't
\. it?
Allen Iverson runs around like
a thug and people are :w orried and
upset. People, thugs are all over
the world and there are people
that are 1..lpset that he pops up on
.their TV once a week?
Before you talk about reformingthe pros and keeping people
Out of the differem leagues you
have to consider that is what happens in the real world.
Kids talk trash. Now, I don't
advocate all-out trash talking but
, the best players have always done
.~

It.

.

Larry Bird and Michael J ord2n
are tWO of the biggest trash talkers ever. They are also two of the
best basketball players ever.
,
Larry Bird once told an opponent that he was going to shoot
the winning shot on him, the odd
thing was it was the first' quarter.
Trash talking is the tame side.
Players arrack coaches and managers bump umpires.
I
The lack of respect in sports is
equal to the lack of respect people have for each oiher in life .
That's life or so some people say
to quote Frank Sinatra.
The kids in the NBA and NFL
get younger and younger and
wilder and wilder and everyone
will have to get used to the wild
style.
lf there are athletes in the
. spans world that scare you then
you need to look around. It is a
microcosm of the real world.
That is why it is getting so bad .
it is JUSt like real life. 0
Ken Dunkin's column
appears every other week.
Contact him at 516-5174, by
fax at 516-6811, ,by mail
(see page 4) or bye-mail at
kdunkin@rocketmail.com
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UM-St. Louis is surprise of Great Lakes Valley Conference

FT RB
1 9

6

0

0

0

2
2
1

0
0
0

BY KEN DUNKIN

1
2

staff writer

1

The talk of th e conference has
been the 9-2 Riverwomen basketball squad.
The Riverwomen are the surprise of the Great lakes Valley
Conference. The conference picked
the squad to finish in 10th place
based on the dismal record from
last year. With a new coach, new
players and a new system, the team
is improving with every game. The
rival teams are talking.
"We went to scOut Edwardsville
as a team, and Edwardsville's parents were telling the girls that they
were the talk of the conference,"
said Shelly Ethridge, Riverwomen
head coach.
With all the success the team has
achieved it had to fight for respect
early in the season.
"The girls had to prove themselves early," Ethridge said. "They
have been in the papers and been on
radio and television. They hav~ the

1
3
4
4
6
5

The women's basketball team
1 3
1
0 2
rolled by Quincy Thursday 95-69.
0 0 1
The River"romen improved to
95
8 13 42
.... - .........• - ........ ...-.._...... ........ _...... -_ .
9-2 overall and 3-2 in the Great
PT FG 3-FG FT RB
Quincy .
Lakes Valley Conference. The vic17 7
2 1 2
Eileen Kerrigan
4 1
0 2 4
Kris Havel
tory was a solid one for the team as
O· 2
5
14 6
. Laura Sorenson
every member of the squad played a
7 3
1
0 4
Alicia Smith
0 2 6
Lauren Brandenburg 12 5
role.
10 4
0 2 3
Laura Jenkins
The team was led by a red hot
2 0
0 2 1
Billy Moos
0
1 2
3 1
Lindsay Brefeld who scorched
Colleen Sexton
3 12 27
69 27
Totals
Quincy for 26 points. She was 6 of
8 from the 3-point line. The
The defense also limited Quincy
Rivewomen aha got double digit
point games from Annette Brandy to 69 points in the 26 point victory.
UM - St. Louis had 14 steals in the
and Jane Ackerman.
"It was a big game because we got . game and every member of the
a lot of minutes' from everybody," squad had a rebound.
"It was the first time we went in
said Shelly Ethridge, Riverwomen
and
fought and played well as a team
head coach. "There wasn't one person that stood out because every- " Ethridge said. "Defensively it was
one of our bener effons." 0
body played well."

Rivermen continue rough
season, fall to 4-9
BY KEN DUNKIN

.....

---- -.-.- --- . ----- .-.-~--- --.-- -.--.

staff writer

.

confidence now. They are really ward Ann ~ tte Brandy. Brandy is
enjoying it now."
averaging 22 points and 6 rebounds
The team has gained resp ect per game:
with
so lid
vlctOrles.
The
"Ann m e is rcalk pb ying both
Riverwomen
sides of the
have ~espect
bll
now,"
for
Ethridge
said
every
tfeels good to have a
opponent and
.winning record but we "Her defense
IS
com1l1g
every team IS
seen as a chal- aren't counting our
around . She is
chickens before they're
lenge.
being
a
"I
reboullder for
am . hatched. In this confe ....
pleased that
us. That IS
ence you cannot t ake
what she W;lS
we are 9-2,"
lacking in the
Etheridge anyone lightly. If you do
said . "I think that you will lose.
fir st part of
au[ of the
the season."
tWO losses we
While the
·Shelly Ethridge
should only
team
has been
Riverwomen head coach
have one. It
playin g '>\iell it
feels good to
is having probhave a winning record bur we aren't lems keeping players on the court.
counting our chickens before Donna Simon is no longer playing
they're ha tched. In this conference for personal reasons and Melanie
you cannot take anyone lightly. If Marcy is playing with a nagging
you do that you will lose."
One player who has helped to
get the Riverwomen winnins is forsee GLVC , pRge 8

---"--I
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Shooting for a Victory

---"--e have really

BY JOSEPH HARRIS

Tough times have stuck the
struggled. We
Rivermen basketball squad. They
have gone through a
lo st to Quincy Wednesday 88-69.
The Rivermen fell to 4-9 overall . confidence crisis on
and 0-5 in the Great Lakes Valley the offensive end. We
Conference. The team knew
are having a hard
Quincy was going to play tough
because- they had - four returning -time making our
starters
from
their NCAA shots.
Tournament qualifying team.
"We got off to a good start but
-Rich Meckfessel
the shots stopped falling for us,"
Rivermen head coach
said Richard Meckfessel, Rivermen
head coach. "That happen s so
much that I think it affects us on Northern Kentucky, this week.
defense as well. We had some Both squads made the NCAA
defen'sive let-downs and they got Tournament last season.
some ' fairly easy scores to build
"They both have lost quite a few
their lead. We JUSt couldn't over- players," Meckfessel said. "They
come it."
are having good seasons but they
The Quincy game was a micro- . aren't as strong as they were last
cosm of the whole season. The season .
Rivermen struggled offensively
Jason Frillman has a broken
and the defense suffered .
hand which will keep him out until
"We have really struggled," at least Feb. 1.
Meckfessel said. "We have gone
"We miss Jason," Meckfessel
through a confidence crisis on the said. "Kyle Bixler is really strugoffensive end. We are having a hard gling and it would have been nice
time making our shots. It is a to have Jason to replace him."
catch-22, you can't win without
Greg Ross has played well this
confidence and you can't get confi- season. He has started every game
dence without winning."
at point guard and has held his own
Winning will be tough for th e
Rivermen as they face tWO very
see STRUGGLE, page 8
tough teams, Indianapolis and

special to The Current

------- ,, -------

file photo

A 'member of the women's basketball team
shoots over her teammate during a scrimmage. The Riverwomen are 9-2 this season.

Hockey game cancelled after contract dispute
BY DAV E KINWORTH _
Y_

with the Nonh County Complex
contract.
Although the game was cancelled, head coach Wayne Gholson
stated that nobody was clearly at
fault.
.
''There is no blame on, anybody.
It is JUSt one of those legal complications that are out of our comrol,"
Gholson said.

_ __

staff writer

The men's hockey team waited
nearly one month to play Saint
Louis University, but when it came
game time, there was no ice for the
two arch-rivals to skate on.
The reason for this was the contract dispute that the schools had

II !

[Contact the
, -Mhletlc
Department for
. " !information
,about these and

Tuesday

~

__________________

The chief reason that the game
was not played Gholson said was
due in large pan to liability for the
hockey players.
"Everybody is concerned more
about injury and liability in this
case. You do not want to move forward until responsibility is taken,"
Gholson said. "The University'S
legal department saw something in
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the contract and did not want to
sign to those county agreements."
Last seas on, the teams played at
the Chesterfield Complex, but
Gholson pointed out the benefit s of
returning to the North County
Complex.
"The cost was more reasonable
at the county rinks and it was closer to campus. The ice tim es were
also more reasonable," Gholson
said.
When
questlonmg
North
County Complex officials about
the entire incident, they put all of
the blame on the schools.
"There was no ice time rented,"
said a North County Complex official who v.-ished to remain anonymous. "Neither a reservation nor
rental of the complex was purchased. Whoever wished to have the
game is at fault for the can ~eUation."
Gholson said the next step for
the twO sides is to come to an agreement in the contract and bring it
before a board ..
';Once both sides are satisfied, it
bas to go to USA underwriter hockey insurance for verification,"
Gholson said. 0

The weather may be getting colder, but UM-St. Louis', Recreational
Sports department is heating up.
The department's first deadline is
Jan. 21, for volleyball, ~'lsk.ethaU,
bowling and soccer leagues .
Interested participants can sign up at
the Mark Twain Athletic & Fitness
Center as individuals or teams.
Volleyball is a mixed league . The
games take place every Monday
from 7 to 10 p.m. at Mark Twain
Gym. The league stam Jan. 26, and
ends March 16.
.
Basketball has both men 's and
women's divisions. Games are held
every Tuesday from 7 to 10 p.m. at
Mark Twain Gym. The season starts
on Jan. 27, and ends on March 24.
Bowling fe atures doubles teams
and the season begins Jan. 23, and ·
fini shes on March 24. Games are
scheduled on Wednesday afternoons from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. at
Ferguson L·mes.
Soccer, like volleyball, consists of
a mixed divisio n. Unlike the oth er
spOrts, however, soccer is a one
night event. The King of the COUrt
competitions
will
be
held
Wednesday, Jan. 28, from 7 to 11
p.m. at Mark Twain Gym.
Team s signing up for thes .:: activities need to pay a $10 forfei t fcc .
"The officials get paid either
way," said Lan)' Coffin, man ager o f
Rec. SportS. ''The fe e pays the officials in case of a forfeit. If the team
doesn't forfeit at all during the season, the mon ey is return ed ."
!J
Even th ough teams are subject to
the fee, particiy,lnts signing up as
individuals do not have to pay the
fee.
"Individuals who si gn up for
th ese events ge nerally take them
seriously, so we have n ever really
had a problem with a team of ind ividuals forfeiting, " Coffin said.
All of the team sportS are scheduled in a round robin fashion.
Coffin
emphasizes
that
the
Recreational SpO rts department tries
to promote parity and tries [ 0 pair
teams with equal abilities so the
games are evenly marcheJ.
Rec. Spons also tries to get en: ry
ream ineo the play-offs, bur with
limited space som et imes th at's
impossible. "We wou ld li ke to make
sure that every team has at least one
play-off game," Coffin said.
Winners of these activities can
receive T -shim or shortS. Coffin
also wants interes ted participants to
know that if they sign up individualsee WIN T E R, page 8
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Chancellor named St. Louis'
first 'Citizen of the Year'

.. '

staff writer

UM-St.
louis
Chancellor
Blanche Touhill was recently named
the first woman to be honored as
"Citizen of the Year" for 1997.
. According to the St. louis PostDispatch, which has sponsored the
award since the late '80's, the award
has been called "Man of the Year"
since it began more than four
decades ago. The award was
renamed to honor Touhill.
"I am deeply honored and quite
thrilled to be named Citizen of the
Year," Touhill said in a prepared
statement. Touhill said the award
was a credit, not just to her but to
the Universiry as whole.
"I feel I can share the honor with
everyone here at the Universitystudents, faculty, and staffbecause it's the Universiry's extrafrom page 4

must add that I am
especially pleased
that t he award now
recog nizes t he accomp lishment s of all of
St. Louis citizens.

-Chancellor Blanche Touhill
Citizen of the Year

--------,,------ordinary growth and leadership role

in the region that is being recognized."
The chancellor also noted the
award's larger significance.
"I must add that I am especially
pleased that the award now recognizes the accomplishments of all of
St. Louis' citizens, not JUSt its men,"
T ouhill said. 0

GU EST, from page 4

break. I mUSt go to a higher force,
dents who are thinking 'about signing
yes I must pray about it. I'll go to
the petition titled ''No legislation
church. The reverend hasn't seen
without representation."
me in years, since Easter, 1992. Oh
Do you really feel as if you were
well, that didn't help. I still finished
not represented? Do the people who
\>,rith a low grade point average.
started this petition tealIy think that
I look at the beginning of the
the people who voted in favor of
second semester as being round
increasing the student fees enjoy paytwo. As a freshman I starred off
ing extra money? I know that r perempty handed and without direcsonally don't enjoy paying extra
tion. I now hold in my hands expemoney unless it is going for a good
rience, strategy and motivation to
cause.
r will not be here when the new U- fulfill my potential as a stud ent. r
will be back - with an attitude this
Center is built, however, I am paying
time. 0
extra money to ensure that this campus continues to grow. When the
campus grows, it gains more respect.
HARRISON, from page 4
rm sure everyone will agree with me
when I say that people who graduate
from Mizzou have a more preStigious
while I cruise down the road because
degree than the stUdents from UM-St.
"portions of the proceeds" are going
Louis.
to charity.
WelL that.happens for a reason.
Well,okay.
They have more students, more
But 20 years from now, it won't
money, better buildings, which in turn
surprise me if Muzak versions of
attracts better teachers. Washington . -,."England's Rose" are all that's left of
University in St. Louis is one of the
Diana's so-called legacy. As for the
more prestigious Universities in the
rest, you might be able to find it at a
area, and if you have ever visited their
yard sale in Peoria. 0
campus you ,...jJJ
know why. It did not
happen overnight, it
took many decades
to achieve what they
have, but those pretty
buildings
weren't
born, they were built,
one at a time.
What ' I'm telling
you all is that if you
want your degree to
more
be worrh
money (in the form
of higher pay in the
future) ' then think
about what the new
University Center is
all about. Also, think
repreabout the fact that you were
I
.
sented regardless of the fact if you
voted yes or no.
If you voted "no" and feel as if you
were not represented, I would have to
say that you need to take a political sciTIMES
ence course and learn about representation, and how it works.
After all, majority rules! I don't
7:30am
agree with President Clinton or the
Democrats in Congress, however,
whatever decisions are made by our
goverpment apply to everyone, and
represents everyone.

-Jim Avery
SGA president

Student: new group
needs your help
A new chapter of CASAD,
. Citizens Against Speeding and
Aggressive Driving is being formed
here on the campus of the University of
MisSouri-St. Louis. This organization,
dedicated to the memoty of Jennifer
Hywari, will work toward correcting
the problem of road rage through.education and through lobbying for the '
passage of legislation aimed at ending
this problem.
I call upon you, the student body, to
. take an active role in helping this organization get off the ground. CASAD
will need any volunteers; especially
those that can work as executive officers, If you are interested, please contact Mrs. J e!U1ettie Lerman at P. O. Box
31581 Florissant, MO, 63032.
~Robert
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Sarah. They are trying to get back
into the swing of things after being
out so long. They both have the
ent to be potential starters."
Coach Ethridge still sees room
for improvement. She feels the team
has to get better to keep winning.
"Coming back from the break 1.
don't think we are' anywhere near
where we left off," Ethridge said.
"We aren't any where near where we
need to be." 0

form page 7
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EffeCtive January 12, 1998,"the Shuttle Route will eliminate stops at the MusiC Building and the Research Building
in order to have less waiting at other shuttle stops. New
.
schedules will be available from the shuttle driver and in
Honors College, University Meadows, and Seton Hall.
Ron Himes, founding director of the St. Louis Black
Repertory Company, will discuss the company's production
of "Train a Comin'" during a symposium Jan. 21 from 1 to 3
p.m. in the J.C. Penney Building.
The Gateway Writing Project will offer courses for writing
teachers at UM-St. Louis during the spring semester.
Creative writing and adolescent literature will be covered in
credit courses, and workplace writing and the tools of writing will be taught in non-credit courses. For information on
registration and fees, call ext. 6910.
The National Research Council will award 350 full-time
Associateships in 1998, providing opportunities for research
at the postdoctoral and senior postdoctoral levels. Deadlines
for applications are January 15, April 15, and August 15,
1998. Information can be obtained from the National
Research Council , Associateship Programs (TJ 2114/ 01),
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.

shoulder injury_
The team did get two guards back
from injuries which helped to ease
the loss of Simon. Jane Ackerman
and Sarah lawrence are back on the
squad after missing eight games each
due to injuries.
"Jane has the potencial, but I
don't think she is comfortable yet,"
Ethridge said. "The same goes for

over the past half-dozen games,"
Meckfessel said. "We knew we
would have to rely on him a lot. He
has had his ups and downs bur he
has played well lately. He isn't
totally over the hump, but he is
getting there." 0

STRUGGLE, from page 7
against opponents' point guards.
He had 10 points against Quincy.
"Greg has played pretty well

"In the past we have placed individuals on already established teams,
but have found they received little
playing time," Coffin said. "Now we
make teams of individuals so everybody gets a fair amount of playing
time." 0

WIN TER, from page 7
ly they will be placed on a team with
other individuals instead of an established team.

Contact Mary Lindsley at 516-5174 to submit items for Newswire,

submit, submit, uu' ......,.
poetry, fiction, and art
by january 22, 198
submissions box and guidelines are outside
the english department lucas hall, 4th floor
00
for the winner of each

STARTS FRIDAY, JANUARY 16

STUDENT EXPRESS
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

WEHRENBERG

WEHRENBERG

CHESTERF1ElD MALL 4

HAUS FERRY 14

HWY. 40 & ClARKSON RD.
&22-CINE

1-270 & NEW HAllS FaIRY
822-tINE

. WBlRENBERG

WEHRENBERG

MID RIVERS MAU 6
~70

ST. CHARLES 18 CINE'

& MID RIVERS MAll DR.

HWY. 94 AT I'IIAlll RD.
8U-tINE

8U-tINE

WEHRENBERG

WEHRENBERG

WEHRENBERG

anc

DES PERES 14 CINE'

KENRICK 8 CINE'

RONNIE'S 8 CINE'

WESt OUVE 16

H70 & MANCHESTEII RD.
822-tINE

anc

ESQUIRE

7% WATSON RD.
822-tIHE

UND!. & BArnS"! CH. RD.
8U-tIHE

OlNE & WHISPERING PINES
514-1616

I SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT , NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS ACCEPTED I

J

i

10 30
Cardlo Circuit
f-~··_:_·_a_m_+__________..t-_________+-________lllii.t-_______--'-_ _ __ +-_______---,_J-W-I-lh-Ka
-t-h.-:le:. . :e:. . :n-W:. . . . : .a . :.t~:. h-.e.--rs12 noon

CardioJam

Step
with

Cindy Haines

with

Step

12 :30 pm
1:0 0pm
1 :30pm

Diane Blanchard

........_W_lt_h_Ja_n_i-.:l1_e_W_O_tf_e_

__~_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ---I--I Class Levels

m

Multi-Level

~----------~__~~~~~~~~JI~--------~----~~----------------~ ~Beginner
Kick Boxing
Turbo Sculpt
n Intermediate
with

W1ih Janina Wolfe

LYlJda Davis

IL3

Ii:! Advanced

2:30pm

4:3'O pm
!):.3 0pm

~pw/Muscle
with Dian~ ' BJancnard

~-~---~~--~---~----~

WoO E.T.

with Kalhroon Weathers

COMPLErEFrrNESS
CONSUlTAllON
Students .$30 .

F1SJA - $35

.1. BODY FAT ANAlYSIS
.'
2. NUTRlTlONALANAlYSIS arid
3.IND_ EXERCISE PREScRiPTION
10 fit your ndMduai gOais~

SO,D Y ·: FAT

ANALYSIS

PERSONAL TRAlNINGI
FITNESS
INSTRUCTION
Stuq • .$30/hr

F/S/A • $35/hr

Make ycuwork 0I.t time more etladrva and gat 1he results
~WlII1. Nalicinallv 00Itifiad trainerwil guide yru tI-roiJgl
your ·program. ~ees are based un a hourly rate,

{
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. January 12, 1998

Tom Wombacher, advertising rep_
phone: 516-5316 fax: 516-6811

e-mail: current@jinx_umsl.edu

©Iq"le

ur.,-St • .Louis students, f aculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED

i"

~ou

BE.LlE.VE ,\-IE U..,"'ERSe.
REVOLVES P.R,OUNI:) ~QIJ.

(314)
516-5316

RATES

I\.\~

0ROE~1...L6

~

9

Otherwise. classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text fonnat. Bold and
CAPS letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check. mo,ney order or credit card.
Deadline is-Thursday at 5 p.m. prior to publication.
-

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current/

SPRING BREAK MAZATtAN don't miss
out on theHOTIEST destination In Mexico.
Airfare, 7 nigtlts hotel, transfers, Free drinks,
15 Free meals, parties.
For Free brochure HlOO·395-4896
(www.collegetours.com)

'''ACT NOWI Call Leisure Tours for
Spring Break packages to South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica , and Florida. REPS
NEEDED. Trevel Free and eam commissions. GROUP DISCOUNTS for 6 or more
people 800·838-8203 or www.leisuretours.com

~.

Sl Louis: MAZATlAN! Spring Break! Free
TripsiCASHI
Starting at $3991 Includes 7 Nights he!e!. air,
party & food disoounts. Organize a group
and travel FR EEl
Call1·888-472·3933
USA Spring Break Travel
Since 1976

" For Sale
computer table for 8ale,
Exee.lient condition. Very sturdy steel and
wood design. Compact size. Great for
small spaces. $50 OBO. Please Call
355-1799

current@jinx.umsl.edu
~O<l CApol',
~ovRSH.F.

;' Help Wanted .;.:..'

se;.,

BE.'jOND

PROGRAMMER· STUDENT needed (part
time) to write Java Code for web page.
Call Mike Allison at 516-5306

The American Civil Uberties Union of
Eastem Missouri seeks Complaint
Counselors 12 hours/wk. Screen, analyze
civil liberties complaints, conduct investigations, review laws, draft responses. Submit
letter, resume, writing sample to: Denise
Lieberman, Legal Director, ACLUlEM, 4557
Laclede, St. Louis, MO 63108; 361-2111

IT'S Ju~ ~ov

- - f=IQ.<;"l"'.

LAs"

~OU 1'r\1.J'f::. '::1ou'~E. PR!;\T"::l

DAMN SPEOAl.., Do,..!',

AND AL.WA'1S'.

Spanish Student Audio Cassettes Parts
A&B. Very slightly used $10 each set. Cali
274-2041

TI·92 Graphing Calculator.
Have Manual & Cable.
Bookstore Price $249, I'm asking $200
Call 436-3046 or e-mail sI024157@admiral.umsl.edu

'Sprlng Break '98 Get Golnglll
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
Group Discounts & Free Drink Parties!
Sell 5 & go freel Book Nowlll
VisaIMCfDisclAmex
1-80D-234-7007 .
www. endlesssummertours.com

. , - Housing . .
Looking for mature adult to rent beautiful
home in Pasadena Par1<, 2 bedroom+, sunporch, fireplace, hardwood floors, parking in
rear. walkout basement, newly painted, ceilirlg fans. Ask for Brenda 383-2826

AtJ'XlcTl E.'S ••••

Wanted: sports associate. The Current is
looking for a self-motivated, verbal person
to cover sports. Some experience preferred but not required. Call 516-5174.
Ask for Bill. EOO

BUT

NO ~ pow'i'
l',,", NCT\~IIolG BuT

oo~Sw.,.

TO~'l'J~'..lG ""SE\'~

w I,",

Io)O~A.'i AoIO
I'c.A~ SA~A>l~t

il<,..lc,S OU'T A

~ ,,",1~c.~AI?~, PAl11E"!"\C J
W)-l.I!<llolC, I.. liL~ \.0,)01<..,.

arr1

Wanted: Generel ASSignment reporters to
cover campus news & events. no experience required but a plus. Cali Bill @
516-5174

Earn $750 • $150OJWeek
Raise all the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA Fundralser
on your campus. No investment & very little ~me needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

ST. Loms T's
PART- T IME A FTERNOONS
* Warehouse work available
* Excellent starting salary
* Great working environment

M

iSTCHARLES LANES

SI ClJarle s Lanes

{:::

STUDENTS HALf* sr
PRICE BO WI, I

-

t>. PUBLIC. 51;2"''''

M~S~AC,E. f~1V\ ~~ VoJ(.OIJ~CIOUS.

wE. Now Q.E.TU21J TO ':bVR. REC;ul.A~

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. ALL
SPRING BREAK Loca~ons. Cancun,
Jamaica from $399, Rorida, from $89, Texas,
Mazatian, Bahamas. Register your group or
be our Campus Rep. 8QO.327.£013
www.icptcom

I

T~\S HAS QE.6.1J

~ov?
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Call 731-3636 ext. 326 to set up interviews
The Associated Black Collegians
. .

;.

e

,~

UMSL

34S 031J

25th Annual

254
University
Center
Ext. 5731

Next
Meeting is
January 21
@ Noon

•

•

=

Is Here To Serve The Interest of Black
Students On The UMSL Campus!!!

Puiliam Journalism Fellowships
Graduati ng colle.ge seniors are invited to apply for the 25th
annual Pulliam Journalism Fellowships . Ten-week summer
internships will be awarded to 20 journalism or liberal arts
maj ors in the August 1997 -June 1998 graduating classes.

We Will Provide:
* Consistent, Ongoing Programming
* An Active Community Voice
* Academic Services

Winners will receive a $5,000 stipend and will work at either
The Indianapolis Star and The Indianapolis News or The
Arizona Republic. Application postmark deadline is March 1,
1998.

With YOUR Input, We Can Have A
Productive School Year!!!!!!!

For complete infonnation, write: Rus sell B. Pulliam
Pulliam Fellowship Dir.
The Indianapolis News
P.O. Box 145
Indianapolis. IN 46206·0145

Pregnant?

* Paid Vacations
* Paid Bonus Hours
* Tuition Assistance Program For Early
Childhood Courses

Job Searc h
Success
Starts
Here
Campus Intervie w s

Part-Time Teacher Assistant needed, afternoon hours,
convenient location, on a bus line.
Come in and fill out an application:
MARTHA ROUNDS A CADE MY
8900 Manchester at Brentwood Blvd.
968-0515

Start Feb. 1 6

Career Servi ces
308 Woods H all

516-5111

,

:

If

ARE YOUR MENSTRUAL CYCLES IRREGULAR OR PERIODS LENGTHY?
;.

SO, YOU MAY aUAUFY FOR A RESEARCH STUDY.

WE llRr. l OOKING FOR

• healthy women 15·5U years: of age
• who are not currentl,y' taking birth control pills
- and if 35 or older, do not smoke

You WtLl RECEIVE:
FREE Study-related Exams
FREE Study Medication
FREE birth control pills after study completion
(if medically acceptable)

Up to $150 Compensation for Qualified Participants,
PartiCipants will be required to come in for 5 studyrelated office visits, take their medication reliably, and
complete a daily diary.

For more Information please call

Ray J. Wolff, M.D.
University Research Center

(314) 434·4900

v

Bookstore
Hours
MondayThursday:
7:30 AM - 7:30 PM
(1st week of classes 7:30 AM· 8:30 PM)

Friday:
7:30 AM - 5:00 PM

Phone: 516-57631
University Bookstore
Returns And Refund Policy
Textbooks
Required and recommended books may returned for a full refund when:
1) Returned prior to the end of the
SECOND WEEK of classes;
2) Accompanied by a sales receipt;
3) Returned in same condition as purchased;
4) Price stickers are not removed
SpeCial Orders, Magazines, Newspapers
Nonrefundable
Study Guides, All Books Other Than Text
If returned within 24 hours, with sales receipt

Redeem This Coupon at the
University Bookstore for 10% off
all UM-St. Louis clothing

Supply Items
1) If returned within 10 working days
of purchase;
2) Accompanied by a sales receipt.
Note: Defective items may be returned at any time.
Defects mu's t be those not associated with wear and tear and misuse.
If student utilizing the new charge system need to return books
or merchandise, cash will not be given the amount will be
deducted from the student's account.

f

